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1.0 Introduction
1.1 Background and Current State
Maintenance activities that require lane closures are currently not reported to the Minnesota Department
of Transportation (MnDOT) Regional Traffic Management Center (RTMC) operators and are not
disseminated to the traveling public through traveler information systems in real time. RTMC operators
may be aware that a lane closure is occurring at a given location on a specific day, however managing in
real time shorter duration maintenance activities and/or mobile work zones, is challenging given the fastchanging and temporal nature of those work zones. Details about the timing of the lane closures or the
location of the closure in real time may vary with little notice, but are needed for RTMC operators to
provide specific messages for the traveling public. However, assembling precise (i.e., detailed, timely, and
accurate) information would be difficult and time consuming for maintenance field staff who have other
responsibilities in these situations.
Lacking precise, consistent, and reliable details about time and location of maintenance and work zonerelated closures, RTMC staff can only post limited information to dynamic message signs (DMS) and
traveler information dissemination systems, if anything at all. Consequently, the traveling public often has
limited information about lane closures during or in advance of a trip. Additionally, more detailed records
on the start time, end time, and location of lane closures would improve post analysis of maintenance
activities and performance measurement. In addition, given anticipated deployment of connected and
automated vehicles, accurate information about active lane closures is needed before driver notifications
of maintenance-related lane closures via in-vehicle displays can be provided for increased safety.

1.2 Proposed ITS Solution
Arrow boards are routinely used in advance of active work zones to designate lane closures in the field,
and display the most current information to approaching motorists. This proposed Intelligent
Transportation System (ITS) solution will utilize available technology to automatically report the location
and operation of Arrow Boards, without requiring significant time of maintenance field staff or RTMC
operators.
Preliminary testing will begin on several MnDOT Arrow Boards equipped with reporting systems in late
2017, prior to the full test deployment on a total of 20 MnDOT Arrow Boards on trucks and trailers for use
with maintenance-related lane closures beginning in April 2018. The primary benefits for deploying these
Arrow Board Reporting Systems for maintenance activities are expected to include:


Detailed, consistent, reliable, and automated real-time information about lane closures
disseminated to travelers upstream of the closure through DMS, traveler information mediums,
and connected and automated vehicle applications;



Improved situational awareness by RTMC operators of real-time lane closures in the field;



Increased archived data available for evaluation, performance management, and research to
better understand mobility impacts of maintenance activities and exposure for reporting
purposes, use for future planning efforts, and for performance-based specifications.



Foundational communication technology for Arrow Boards to broadcast display status and lane
closure-related information to connected and automated vehicles.
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Pending successful results of this effort, an expansion of Arrow Board Reporting Systems for longerduration work zone activities might provide additional benefits, including:


Improved project management opportunities, including the ability to verify contractor work
status to document lane closure times for use on lane rental projects or enforce restricted hours
or to cross check any lane closure updates that are required of the contractor;



Enhanced evaluation, performance management, and planning for work zones, including the
development of Transportation Management Plans (TMPs) and post-analysis of selected
mitigation approaches.



The potential for faster response time in the field for maintenance needs, including times when
the Arrow Board was hit by a passing vehicle or blown out of place by strong winds, given
notifications to maintenance field staff of system functionality. The reporting of Arrow Board
usage may also improve quality of the device, i.e., the system can report if the arrow board is level
and plumb, the location can be more readily verified by maintenance field staff.

1.3 Objective and Context of This Document
This document provides a concept of operations (ConOps) and system requirements for the real-time
integration of Arrow Board messages into traveler information systems. The intent of this document is to
be utilized by MnDOT during the integration process (Arrow Board notifications to traveler information
systems), as well as for developing a systems engineering analysis for requirements testing purposes.
This document presents user needs, roles and responsibilities, operational concepts and scenarios
describing how the systems will perform, and functional and non-functional requirements. Functional
requirements define how the system must operate, stating specific functions that must be performed by
the system. Non-functional requirements include related requirements for overall performance,
communications, operations, and maintenance. This document will be the basis for developing system
acceptance test plans that will be applied to the deployed system in early 2018. This document is also
written with flexibility for future modifications and contains supplemental system requirements for
potential enhancements and capabilities, pending the findings of the initial deployment.
Several agencies, including MnDOT, already worked together to develop Model Concept of Operations
and Model Requirements documents for the ENTERPRISE Transportation Pooled Fund TPF-5(231)
program as part of the Phase I activities for the Real-Time Integration of Arrow Board Messages into
Traveler Information Systems project. This document is largely based on these two ENTERPRISE
documents, but has been customized for MnDOT. Phase II activities for the ENTERPRISE project developed
an Evaluation Plan that will be used in Phase III to conduct an evaluation, of the Arrow Board Reporting
Systems that are to be deployed in Minnesota as described in this document. As such, this document will
inform the ENTERPRISE evaluation by providing additional context to the ENTERPRISE Evaluation Plan for
the final deployed system. As the ENTERPRISE effort was intended to enable Arrow Board manufacturers
and third-party integrators to develop systems to meet the needs of multiple agencies, other ENTERPRISE
member agencies may also deploy equipped Arrow Boards to test an Arrow Board Reporting System in
other contexts.
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2.0 System Overview
The concept of operations and requirements presented in this document are presented separately for
two independent systems, as depicted in Figure 1:
1) The portable Arrow Board and the connected vendor Arrow Board Reporting System that gathers
and communicates data, and
2) MnDOT Systems that are managed and operated by the RTMC and associated data
communication and processing capabilities, including:
a) The Intelligent Roadway Information System (IRIS), which is MnDOT’s advanced traffic
management system (ATMS);
b) The Condition Acquisition and Reporting System (CARS), which is MnDOT’s road condition
reporting system (RCRS);
c) MnDOT traveler information dissemination mechanisms such as DMS and 511; and
d) IRIS data archives that allow users to access data for performance reporting and
evaluation.

Figure 1: Project Systems - Portable Arrow Boards and MnDOT Systems, including CARS, IRIS, traveler
information dissemination mechanisms, and data archives
The use of Arrow Boards is recommended by the Manual of Uniform Traffic Control Devices (MUTCD) to
provide warning and directional information for the traveling public through a work zone with a lane or
shoulder closure. Arrow Boards are routinely deployed for lane or shoulder closures on multi-lane
roadways. Arrow Boards are typically locally operated, and are generally mounted on either trailers or
trucks; truck-mounted Arrow Boards may be used for mobile work zones. Although shoulder closures will
not be logged in either IRIS or CARS as an incident event in this initial test deployment, shoulder closure
information will be available within vendor-hosted web interface and logged in the vendor database of
historic data.
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The MnDOT Systems relevant to this effort are managed and operated by the RTMC include CARS and
IRIS, as well as the traveler information dissemination mechanisms and data archives. These systems
cooperatively collect, process, disseminate, and store traffic data and information for use by the traveling
public and agency stakeholders. Traveler information may be available via DMS, social media, and 511
phone, website, mobile apps, and Twitter/social media feeds. Incoming data, operator actions, and posted
information are archived in an IRIS database for later analysis, as needed.
In general, the Arrow Board is to be deployed, tested, and activated in the field in the current state (i.e.,
with no functionality to communicate its status beyond locally, to oncoming traffic), with the exception
that it is equipped with an Arrow Board Reporting System. The Arrow Board Reporting System will include
a physical device that is either a component attached to the Arrow Board or functionality integrated into
the Arrow Board. The Arrow Board Reporting System will include wireless communications capabilities
and a centrally-located, vendor-hosted server to perform post-processing of the data before it is provided
as an incident feed to IRIS at the MnDOT RTMC. The Arrow Board Reporting System information will
subsequently be relayed from IRIS to CARS. The Arrow Board information will appear in CARS and IRIS as
an incident event. Note that shoulder closures will not be logged in either IRIS or CARS as an incident
event in this initial test deployment. Historic Arrow Board data from the vendor-hosted server will be
saved by the vendor and provided to MnDOT at the conclusion of the initial contract period. Arrow Boardrelated data within IRIS will be archived within existing databases according to existing MnDOT policies
and procedures.

3.0 Stakeholders
For this project, the primary stakeholders are direct end users of the eventual technology deployed to
integrate the information from Arrow Board Reporting Systems into traveler information dissemination
mechanisms. These stakeholders are involved in the development of this ConOps and Requirements, and
will be influenced directly by the deployment of Arrow Board Reporting Systems. Primary stakeholders
described below are organized into four general categories: RTMC staff, ITS staff and contractors,
maintenance staff, and archived data users. Additionally, secondary stakeholders are end users that do
not interface directly with the system but will benefit from the information that becomes available as a
result of the system integration.
RTMC Staff


RTMC Operators. These MnDOT staff use IRIS for controlling the various systems used to manage
traffic. They are stakeholders to this project because they are generally not informed of temporary
lane closures and would benefit from increased notifications. They may react by posting messages on
DMS upstream of the lane closure or monitoring traffic congestion upstream of the lane closure.



CARS Users. These MnDOT staff are responsible for traveler information systems and are stakeholders
because the systems they manage are intended to inform travelers, partner agencies, and the general
public about events impacting traffic, including lane closures. Maintenance activities are not typically
entered into CARS for the purpose of feeding the various traveler information dissemination
mediums. Lane closure descriptions that are entered for construction work zones often lack details
about temporary lane closures. The systems deployed as a result of this project will create data and
information that is automatically inserted into CARS as a new event for providing traveler information
on 511.
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ITS Staff and Contractors


ITS Managers. This group is comprised of MnDOT decision-makers who provide a statewide
perspective across multiple groups at MnDOT. This group includes project champions who identify
funding opportunities, garner support from agency stakeholders, and serve as a liaison with research
services section.



IRIS Programmers. These MnDOT stakeholders have a role in modifying IRIS to accommodate the new
data collection, processing, and archiving requirements that support Arrow Board Reporting System
functionality



CARS Support Contractor. This stakeholder is responsible for modifying CARS to accommodate the
new data collection, processing, and event generation requirements that support Arrow Board
Reporting System functionality updates in CARS.



Equipment Owner. The equipment owner is the vendor who will facilitate the deployment, and also
verify and validate operations of the Arrow Board Reporting System. They can assist with making the
deployment easy and simple for other users to operate, minimizing costs, and addressing security
needs.

Maintenance Staff


Maintenance Managers. MnDOT maintenance fleet managers are stakeholders to this project
because they plan maintenance activities, review the actual operations of maintenance activities, and
may be interested in investigating impacts.



Maintenance Field Staff. MnDOT maintenance field staff are stakeholders because they are
responsible for activating, operating, and maintaining Arrow Boards, and any field activities identified
would be their responsibility.

Archived Data Users


Traffic Operations Group and Congestion and Performance Managers. These MnDOT stakeholders
include staff who focus on minimizing congestion and conduct analyses of available archived data,
including that from portable or temporary systems used for lane closures. These stakeholders also
develop new performance requirements that might be applied to maintenance activities and work
zones to minimize congestion.



Other Archived Data Users. The external stakeholders within this group include researchers,
Metropolitan Planning Organizations (MPOs), and contractors who may be interested in accessing and
analyzing archived data. Another specific stakeholder is the ENTERPRISE Transportation Pooled Fund
program, which will use archived data to perform an evaluation of this deployment.

Secondary Stakeholders


Travelers. Travelers and other consumers of the information such as law enforcement and freight
carriers are identified as a stakeholder group in this project. While they will not interface directly with
the Arrow Board Reporting System data communications, they will be the recipients of information
disseminated on either RTMC controlled DMS or traveler information systems.



Third Party Information Dissemination Providers. Private sector information service providers that
access data feeds from MnDOT and disseminate information using their own systems (e.g., Waze,
Google) are secondary stakeholders in that the data feed they access from MnDOT will be enhanced
to include the additional detail about lane closures.
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4.0 Challenges
Identification of relevant challenges facing the stakeholders described above help provide context for
potential constraints to consider when defining the needs described in the following section.
Table 1: Challenges Facing Stakeholders

#

Challenges Facing Stakeholders

1 Details about the location and timing of lane closures is difficult and time consuming to assemble into
traveler information systems, often resulting few or only general messages describing impacts.
2 RTMC Staff often are not aware when lane closures begin, and therefore are not able to post messages
on upstream DMS or take other actions.
3 The exact timing and locations of lane closures are often not known in advance, and maintenance
field staff performing the roadwork and closing the lanes have many other responsibilities such that
manually reporting a lane closure is often not possible.
4 Travelers lack information about lane closures. When information is provided, it is general because
known information is not accurate enough.
5 Off the shelf equipment and communications technology is not widely available to automatically
communicate lane closures to a central location.
6 Detailed lane closure records of location and start and end time is rarely recorded for maintenance
activities, limiting the ability to conduct post analysis and generate performance measures.
The objective in this project is to provide for a fully automated system that will inform CARS, IRIS, and
traveler information dissemination systems of lane closures, with minimal manual intervention so that
additional responsibilities are not placed on staff that are already busy. However, it is expected that
operator and/or maintenance field staff verification may occur while testing the system to validate and
gain confidence in the Arrow Board Reporting System reports. For example, operators may leverage
available CCTV camera coverage of the areas where Arrow Boards are used, or may periodically ask
maintenance field staff to verify the Arrow Board messages. After testing the system, full automation to
create IRIS and CARS events without manual intervention is expected, assuming RTMC operators and CARS
users are comfortable and confident in the accuracy of the Arrow Board messages.
Future Challenges and Opportunities
Pending the findings of the initial deployment of Arrow Board Reporting Systems for maintenance
activities, MnDOT may desire a larger, enhanced system deployment for use in work zones and connected
vehicle applications, which could help address additional challenges facing stakeholders.


No maintenance activities are currently entered into IRIS or CARS. However, longer-duration work
zones with a lane closure sometimes have general information entered as an IRIS or CARS event.
MnDOT may experience challenges with accurately linking detailed Arrow Board messages with these
general CARS and IRIS events, which could hinder automated reporting.



Shoulder closures will not be logged in either IRIS or CARS as an incident event in this initial test
deployment in order to not overwhelm RTMC operators or CARS users. A future enhancement may
also log shoulder closures for improved performance reporting and asset management purposes.



In a connected and automated vehicle environment, Arrow Board display status regarding lane
closures would likely be a valuable data input. The system developed in this ConOps could be a
foundational technology that is adapted for use by connected and automated vehicles in the future.
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5.0 Needs
Three categories of stakeholder needs have been identified and are presented in Table 2, as follows:
1. End User Stakeholder Needs – describe needs identified to address the challenges described above
of end users of the information to be provided from the Arrow Board Reporting Systems in the field.
2. Stakeholder Needs Regarding Receiving and Processing Arrow Board Reporting System Messages –
describe the needs for functions to be automatically or manually performed to make use of data
received from Arrow Board Reporting Systems in the field in order to meet the End User stakeholder
needs. In other words, the functionality of the Arrow Board Reporting Systems to send messages will
need to be accompanied by additional functions performed by other MnDOT RTMC Systems (e.g.,
CARS, IRIS) to make use of the messages sent.
3. Stakeholder Needs Regarding Functionality at the Arrow Board Reporting Systems – describe the
needs to be addressed by the product connected to the Arrow Board.
The needs are stated in bold and notes underneath each need provide additional information regarding
how the Arrow Board Reporting System is expected to be deployed by MnDOT for the initial test
deployment, as described in the operational concept in Section 6.0 and scenarios in Section 8.0.
Table 2: Stakeholder Needs

1. End User Stakeholder Needs
1-1

1-2

1-3

CARS user stakeholders need near real-time notices of lane closures to be automatically
ingested into CARS in order to be disseminated through 511, which is fed by CARS.
Notes: - CARS user verification of the event will not be required.
- CARS users will be able to edit the event as needed, per existing procedures.
- Lane closures for maintenance activities are typically not reported in CARS, so most or
all lane closures reported by the Arrow Board Reporting System will be new events.
- Arrow Board-related lane closure information received by CARS may be linked to
existing Arrow Board-generated CARS events using the incident ID to update the event
as needed, per Need 2-2.
RTMC Operator stakeholders need near real-time notices of lane closures to be automatically
ingested into IRIS for manual consideration of upstream DMS messages.
Notes: - IRIS does not recommend or automatically post DMS messages for events.
- RTMC operators will confirm and be able to edit the event as needed.
- Arrow Board-related lane closure information received by IRIS will be linked to existing
IRIS events using the incident ID to update the event as needed, per Need 2-2.
Stakeholders need real-time alert or notification capabilities to keep abreast of lane closure
activities and assess whether further action is needed (e.g., RTMC operators may observe a
transparent pin on the existing system map display).
Notes: - Real-time alerts to RTMC operators via the IRIS interface will expedite a response, e.g.,
post a DMS message about the lane closure.
- A new Arrow Board-related incident event will automatically appear as a transparent
pin on the IRIS map interface until an RTMC operator views and confirms it.
- IRIS will communicate the Arrow Board-related incident event information to CARS
automatically, regardless of whether it has been confirmed by an RTMC operator.
- Currently, RTMC operators manually monitor incident events for changes to know when
an updated response is warranted.
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1-4

1-5

1-6

1-7

1-8

Stakeholders need to be able to access information describing the location, start, and end time
of lane closures associated with maintenance activities in order to perform post-analyses and
performance measurement.
Notes: - This information will be used to conduct an evaluation of the initial deployment.
Stakeholders receiving near real-time notices of lane closures need to not receive repetitive
notifications of the same lane closure event.
Notes: - CARS and IRIS will automatically update and close Arrow Board-related incident events
without issuing notifications.
Stakeholders receiving near real-time notices of lane closures need confirmation that the lane
closure is no longer active, and to have the event end in CARS or IRIS.
Notes: - The lane closure will be determined as no longer active by the vendor-hosted server
when the received Arrow Board data message indicates either:
o The Arrow Board orientation is down, a position that is not visible to drivers;
o The Arrow Board right or left arrow or chevron display is inactive (i.e., caution mode
or blank with no arrow or chevron).
- The Arrow Board-related incident event will be removed from the incident feed
generated by the vendor-hosted server for IRIS when it is no longer active.
- IRIS and CARS will automatically end the Arrow Board-related incident event when it no
longer appears in the IRIS incident feed.
- RTMC operators or CARS users will also be able to manually end an Arrow Board-related
incident event, as needed.
Stakeholders receiving near real-time notices of lane closures need to be presented with
information describing: the roadway where the closure is occurring, the lane closure
description, direction of travel, and the number of lanes closed.
Notes: - Some of this information will be derived from Arrow Board data received via the
vendor-hosted server that is processed in IRIS before being viewed by RTMC operators.
- Arrow Board data will include items identified in Need 2-2 through Need 2-7, at a
minimum.
- RTMC operators will know this with visual verification, and based on the number of
Arrow Board-related IRIS incident events reporting the same arrow direction from near
the same location (i.e., one Arrow Board is needed to close each lane).
Stakeholders need to be notified if the lane closure is part of a mobile work zone and is in
motion along the roadway.
Notes: - Updated Arrow Board status and location data will be received every two minutes.
- IRIS and CARS will update the incident event location based on updated
latitude/longitude information received.
- CARS will estimate speed based on received latitude/longitude and device timestamp
information from two messages and compare it against minimum and maximum speed
threshold values, which may vary for the road type (e.g., interstate, arterial) and
location (e.g., urban vs. rural), to determine it is likely to be involved in a mobile work
zone.
- IRIS will need to provide dynamic latitude/longitude values to CARS in order for CARS to
make use of this data in its algorithms.
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2.
2-1

2-2

2-3

2-4

2-5

2-6

Stakeholder Needs Regarding Receiving and Processing Arrow Board Messages

Stakeholders need a mechanism to receive wireless communications from Arrow Boards and
store the messages/data that are transmitted.
Notes: - Data must be consistent and formatted for processing by IRIS and CARS (e.g., an
incident feed that is compatible with IRIS).
- Data will be made available on the vendor-hosted server for IRIS to access.
Stakeholders need a mechanism to automatically process the device ID received in the Arrow
Board message.
Notes: - Supports Need 1-1, Need 1-5, Need 1-7, and Need 2-8.
- The vendor-hosted server will use the device ID to generate a corresponding incident
ID for each lane closure that is compatible with IRIS for the provided incident feed.
- CARS and IRIS will reference the incident ID to link new data with previously received
data and incident events to determine if a new incident event should be created.
Stakeholders need a mechanism to automatically process the location received as part of the
Arrow Board message.
Notes: - Supports Need 1-7 and Need 2-9.
- Arrow Boards will only report latitude/longitude.
- The vendor-hosted server and IRIS will be able to ‘snap’ a latitude/longitude to the map
location, and must minimize situations where an incorrect road is identified to the
extent possible. This function is currently performed by CARS and IRIS (e.g., when CARS
ingests law enforcement CAD reports).
Stakeholders need a mechanism to automatically process the status of the Arrow Board, as
received in the message.
Notes: - Supports Need 1-7
- Status options are expected to incorporate those from the MUTCD, and may include:
o Right: flashing, double flashing, or sequential arrow, or sequential chevrons;
o Left: flashing, double flashing, or sequential arrow, or sequential chevrons;
o Caution: flashing line or corners or alternating diamonds to indicate work area and
shoulder closure;
o Others in compliance with MUTCD Figure 6F-6;
o Error;
o Off or blank.
- Only Right and Left status options will be reported in the incident feed to IRIS. Other
options may be reported from the Arrow Board to the vendor-hosted server.
Stakeholders need a mechanism to automatically process the timestamp, as received in the
message.
Notes: - Supports Need 1-5 and Need 1-7.
- The timestamp of the first message sent describing an Arrow Board being activated will
be entered into IRIS as the “Event Start Time”.
Stakeholders need a mechanism to automatically process received data to determine the
direction of travel (describing the direction the Arrow Board is facing).
Notes: - Supports Need 1-7.
- IRIS will process data received about Arrow Board status (e.g., right lane closed) and
sufficiently accurate latitude/longitude data to determine the direction of travel.
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2-7

Stakeholders need a mechanism to automatically process received data to determine the
orientation of the display (describing whether the Arrow Board is visible to traffic or down).
Notes: - Supports Need 1-7.
- The vendor-hosted server will use this data to determine when a lane closure is
activated or has ended, in conjunction with Arrow Board status data.
2-8 Stakeholders need a mechanism to automatically maintain a history of messages sent from
each Arrow Board device ID, in order to determine if this is a newly activated device or a
recurring message received for an active Arrow Board.
Notes: - Supports Need 1-5.
- The vendor-hosted server will use the device ID to generate a corresponding IRIScompatible incident ID for each lane closure activity for the provided incident feed.
- This is to enable CARS and IRIS to recognize an already logged lane closure and not
create repetitive lane closure incident events.
2-9 Stakeholders need a mechanism to automatically determine if an Arrow Board is involved in a
mobile work zone.
Notes: - Supports Need 1-8.
- IRIS or CARS update the incident event location based on updated latitude/longitude
information.
- RTMC operators can visually verify whether the Arrow Board is involved in a mobile
work zone.
- CARS will estimate speed based on received latitude/longitude and device timestamp
information from two messages and compare it against minimum and maximum speed
threshold values, which may vary for the road type (e.g., interstate, arterial) and
location (e.g., urban vs. rural), to determine if it is likely to be involved in a mobile work
zone.
2-10 Stakeholders need a mechanism to automatically determine when an Arrow Board has been
moved to a new location, and operators should be notified that it may no longer be displaying
in the same location and orientation, as originally placed.
Notes: - Supports Need 1-6 and Need 1-7.
- Includes instances when the Arrow Board is moved from the original location, either off
the road/shoulder and no longer visible to drivers or to a new functioning location.
- Incident events in IRIS and CARS will be automatically updated for operators.
- This needs to accommodate for the potential to receive variations in latitude/longitude
data describing the location when in fact no movement has occurred.
2-11 Stakeholders need a mechanism to automatically determine when an Arrow Board report is no
longer active.
Notes: - Supports Need 1-6 and 3-10.
- This is to enable RTMC operators to remove upstream DMS messages and CARS to
automatically remove 511 information about the Arrow Board-related event.
- The Arrow Board will be determined to be no longer active by the vendor-hosted
server given the following:
o The Arrow Board orientation is in a down position that is not visible to drivers;
o The Arrow Board right or left arrow or chevron display is inactive (i.e., caution mode
or blank with no arrow).
- The device communication mechanism will remain on given the provision of a power
source to provide location and battery status when the Arrow Board is inactive.
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2-12 Stakeholders need Arrow Board messages to be archived to a query-based database to enable
MnDOT staff access to specific details and statistics about lane closures.
Notes: - IRIS will archive Arrow Board-related incident events and DMS messages in archived
event and DMS message databases per existing procedures.
- This is related to enabling the data generated by the Arrow Board to be accessed and
used for performance measurement reporting and evaluation activities.
2-13 Stakeholders need a mechanism to automatically add a timestamp for when Arrow Board
messages are received.
Notes: - This is in addition to the timestamp created at the device in order to determine latency
using archived data for post analysis.

3. Stakeholder Needs Regarding Functionality at the Arrow Boards
3-1

3-2

3-3

3-4

3-5

Stakeholders need the integration of Arrow Board-related lane closure notifications to be fully
automated, with no reliance on maintenance field staff to activate or enter information, beyond
what they currently do to turn on and configure the Arrow Board.
Notes: - Maintenance field staff time is occupied with work and safety-related activities.
- Dependence on maintenance field staff introduces potential for data to not be sent for
each Arrow Board activation.
Stakeholders need an initial message to be available upon the Arrow Board being activated, with
data describing the Arrow Board activation.
Notes: - The vendor-hosted server will poll equipped Arrow Boards every two minutes.
- The vendor-hosted server will create a new item in the IRIS incident feed when Arrow
Board data is received indicating the lane closure display is active (e.g., left or right
arrow or chevron) and oriented up to be visible to passing traffic.
- IRIS and CARS will each generate a new incident event upon receipt of the data from
the vendor-hosted server that indicates a lane closure (e.g., left or right arrow or
chevron).
- The vendor-hosted web interface will also provide information regarding an Arrow
Board being used for a shoulder closure (i.e., in caution mode)
Stakeholders need periodic messages to be available indicating the continued status of the
Arrow Board device.
Notes: - The vendor-hosted server will poll Arrow Boards every two minutes for new data and
generate an incident feed with updated Arrow Board-related data for IRIS to access.
- IRIS will access the incident feed every two minutes.
- IRIS will maintain a history of transmissions to determine if anything has changed.
- This will allow RTMC operators, IRIS, and CARS to validate that the Arrow Board is still
actively displaying the message.
Stakeholders need all messages sent from Arrow Boards to include a device ID.
Notes: - Supports Need 2-2 and 2-8.
- The vendor-hosted server will use the device ID to generate a corresponding incident
ID that is compatible with IRIS for the provided incident feed.
- The generated incident ID will be unique for each Arrow Board-related lane closure.
- This will be used to manage messages received and maintain history of which devices
are located where.
Stakeholders need all messages created by Arrow Boards to include a timestamp.
Notes: - Supports Need 2-5.
- This is the time that the data is assembled at the device.
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3-6

Stakeholders need all messages sent from currently active Arrow Boards to include the display
status of the device (status of device refers to what is displayed on the Arrow Board).
Notes: - Supports Need 2-4.
- Status options are expected to incorporate those from the MUTCD, and include:
o Right: flashing, double flashing, or sequential arrow, or sequential chevrons;
o Left: flashing, double flashing, or sequential arrow, or sequential chevrons;
o Caution: flashing line or corners or alternating diamonds to indicate work area and
shoulder closure;
o Others in compliance with MUTCD Figure 6F-6;
o Error;
o Off or blank.
- Maintenance field staff typically select the setting on the Arrow Board.
3-7 Stakeholders need all messages sent from Arrow Boards to include the location of the Arrow
Board described using a Geospatial description.
Notes: - Supports Need 2-3.
- The Arrow Board must include latitude/longitude information in the message to enable
determination of direction facing and roadway location.
- The device communication mechanism internal GPS could provide this data.
3-8 Stakeholders need all messages sent from currently active Arrow Boards to have data for
determination of direction of travel.
Notes: - Supports Need 2-6.
- GPS location accuracy must be sufficient to determine direction of travel of the lane or
shoulder closure, including a shoulder closure on a two-lane roadway.
3-9 Stakeholders need all messages sent from Arrow Boards to include display orientation.
Notes: - Supports Need 2-9.
- Orientation of Arrow Board display will indicate whether or not it is visible to passing
motorists, e.g., a “down position” would indicate the lane closure is no longer active.
3-10 Stakeholders need data from the Arrow Board to understand when it is no longer active.
Notes: - Supports Need 1-6 and Need 2-11.
- Respecting Need 3-1, data will support an automatic determination.
- Arrow Board will be determined by the vendor-hosted server to be no longer active
given the following:
o Per Need 3-9, Arrow Board orientation is in a down position not visible to drivers;
o Given Need 3-6, the Arrow Board right or left arrow or chevron display is inactive
(i.e., caution mode or blank with no arrow).
- Information from the associated incident ID will be removed from the incident feed to
inform IRIS and CARS that the lane closure is no longer active.
- RTMC operators must know when to manually remove messages about lane closures
from upstream DMS or traveler information dissemination systems.
3-11 Stakeholders need all Arrow Boards deployed within a cohesive work zone to transmit status
messages given situations where multiple Arrow Boards are activated.
Notes: - This allows users to determine that multiple lanes are closed (i.e., two devices
displaying ‘left arrows’ would indicate the right two lanes are closed).
- This will be confirmed by RTMC operators based on the location and proximity of
multiple Arrow Board-related incident events on the same road and facing the same
direction.
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6.0 Operational Concept
The operational concept is presented below to detail how the Arrow Board Reporting System will impact
the roles and responsibilities of maintenance field staff, RTMC operators, and CARS users. The changes
experienced from the perspective of equipped Arrow Board devices and MnDOT Systems, i.e., CARS and
IRIS, are also presented.
While the concepts presented below describe actions using “will” statements, it is expected that the
MnDOT approach to some aspects may evolve over time to provide additional, enhanced capabilities
based on findings from the preliminary demonstration.

6.1 Arrow Board Reporting System Device and Vendor-Hosted Server Perspective
The Arrow Board is deployed, tested, and activated in the field as in
the current state (i.e., with no functionality to communicate its
status beyond locally, to oncoming traffic), with the exception that
it is equipped with an Arrow Board Reporting System. While the
Arrow Board Reporting System could in practice be any number of
configurations regarding design and wireless communications
capabilities that vary by manufacturer, the initial MnDOT
deployment will include a physical device that is attached to the
Arrow Board and communicate with a central, vendor-hosted server
to perform some post-processing of the data before it is relayed to
IRIS. Data will only be communicated to IRIS when it is determined
that the Arrow Board is part of a lane closure.
The following section defines the operational concept from the
perspective of the Arrow Board Reporting System field device and
central vendor-hosted server, depicted in Figure 2.
1.1 When an Arrow Board device equipped with automated
reporting functionality (i.e., an Arrow Board Reporting System) Figure 2: Arrow Board Reporting
is activated by maintenance field staff, the Arrow Board
System Device and VendorReporting System will assemble an initial message that includes
Hosted Server
the Arrow Board device ID, latitude/longitude, display status,
device status, and orientation to the vendor-hosted Arrow Board server. (Needs 3-1, 3-4, 3-5, 3-6,
3-7, 3-8, 3-9)
1.2 The Arrow Board Reporting System communications and data exchanges will be directly with a
vendor-hosted server. The vendor-hosted server will poll the Arrow Board Reporting System every
two minutes for new data. Upon receipt of the initial data message from the Arrow Board Reporting
system, the vendor-hosted server will process the data. (Needs 2-1, 3-2)
1.3 The Arrow Board Reporting System will collect the latitude/longitude of the Arrow Board device for
each message. The vendor-hosted server will process the latitude/longitude data and determine the
nearest street address for mapping purposes and, if desired, for more user-friendly text-based
notifications. (Needs 1-7, 3-7)
1.4 The Arrow Board Reporting System will collect the Arrow Board status for each message to indicate
the current display of the Arrow Board device. The vendor-hosted server will process the display
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orientation data to confirm the Arrow Board is active, i.e., displaying a right, left, or caution message.
(Need 3-6) The Arrow Board status will be provided as one of the following options:







Right: flashing, double flashing, or sequential arrow, or sequential chevrons
Left: flashing, double flashing, or sequential arrow, or sequential chevrons
Caution: flashing line or corners or alternating diamonds to indicate work area and shoulder
closure
Others in compliance with MUTCD Figure 6F-6
Error
Off or blank

1.5 The Arrow Board Reporting System will collect the display orientation of the Arrow Board device for
each message to indicate whether the Arrow Board device display is visible to motorists or in a “down
position”. The vendor-hosted server will process the display orientation data to confirm the Arrow
Board is active. (Need 3-9)
1.6 When the Arrow Board status is actively displaying a left or right arrow or chevron and the display
orientation is visible to drivers, the vendor-hosted server will confirm that the Arrow Board is active
for a lane closure. The vendor-hosted server will update the incident feed that is provided for IRIS to
include the following Arrow Board data: a new IRIS-compatible incident ID that the vendor-hosted
server will associate with the current activity for this Arrow Board device ID, Arrow Board
latitude/longitude, timestamp, display status, and lane closed. Note that the incident ID will be
unique for each lane closure activity. Communications and data exchanges will occur between the
vendor-hosted server and MnDOT RTMC via IRIS. IRIS will access the incident feed every two minutes.
Note that the incident feed will not include information from Arrow Boards for shoulder closures.
(Needs 2-1, 3-2)
1.7 As the equipped Arrow Board Reporting System continues to operate, it will periodically collect data
at the Arrow Board. All critical information including the device ID and timestamp will be polled and
received every two minutes by the vendor-hosted server. The timestamp on data will be examined
to insure data continues to be collected, as expected. If collected data is not new, no changes will be
made to the incident feed. Processed data will be assembled in the incident feed, which will be
accessed by IRIS every two minutes. In the event of an error where an error code or no data is
received from the Arrow Board Reporting System, the vendor-hosted server will provide data from
the previous incident message for a configurable amount of time in the incident feed. (Needs 2-5,
3-3, 3-4, 3-5, 3-6, 3-7, 3-8, 3-9)
1.8 When maintenance field staff turn the Arrow Board display off or rotate the display orientation down
so that it is not visible to drivers, the Arrow Board Reporting System will update the data element
accordingly. The vendor-hosted server will poll the Arrow Board, as scheduled, and determine that
the Arrow Board display is no longer active. The vendor-hosted server will remove the incident ID
associated with the Arrow Board from the incident feed. (Needs 2-11, 3-4, 3-5, 3-6, 3-7, 3-8, 3-9,
3-10)
1.9 The Arrow Board device communication mechanism will remain on given the provision of a power
source, and continue to provide location and battery status when the Arrow Board is inactive. This
information will be available via the vendor-provided web interface. (Need 2-11)
1.10 The Arrow Board Reporting System will generate system functionality status messages (e.g., error
codes) to indicate when basic system functions are not performing properly. System functionality
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status messages may be generated for the following Arrow Board Reporting System functions:
Arrow Board Reporting System is not functioning properly; Arrow Board Reporting System is not
generating a latitude/longitude; a sensor is not functioning properly and providing an incorrect
status message; and low battery. The system functionality status messages will be available on the
vendor-provided web interface. (Need 1-3)
1.11 The vendor-hosted server will maintain a database of historical Arrow Board data for post-analysis
and evaluation. (Needs 1-4, 2-12)

6.2 Maintenance Field Staff Perspective
Given the deployment setting with maintenance activities, the system described here is automated,
however manual verification by maintenance field staff may be periodically desired during acceptance
testing. The following section defines the operational concept from the maintenance field staff
perspective.
2.1 Maintenance field staff will carry out all duties performed under the current state, including
placement, testing, and activation of the Arrow Board, without any additional expectations. (Needs
1-5, 3-1)
2.2 In situations where multiple lanes are closed, maintenance field staff will deploy Arrow Boards with
reporting capabilities in each lane, if they are available, to facilitate the determination that a
multiple-lane closure is in place. (Need 3-11)
2.3 As in the current state, maintenance field staff are responsible for moving and updating the device
as conditions change in the maintenance work zone as a part of normal operations. For example, the
device may need to be moved as part of a mobile work zone or the display changed when it is moved
to the shoulder. The change in location would be automatically detected and reported by the Arrow
Board Reporting System. (Needs 1-3, 1-5, 1-7, 1-8, 2-9, 2-10)
2.4 At the end of the lane or shoulder closure, as in the current state, maintenance field staff are
responsible for de-activating the Arrow Board display, changing the display orientation, powering
down the Arrow Board, and removing it from the roadway. (Needs 1-6, 2-11, 3-10)
2.5 As in the current state, designated maintenance field staff will examine the device for maintenance
needs, as necessary. Additional assessment, maintenance, and repair of the new Arrow Board
Reporting System components will be conducted by the equipment owner. (Need 1-3)

6.3 MnDOT Systems Perspective
MnDOT’s RTMC systems, specifically CARS and IRIS, routinely receive and process field data from devices
and external incident feeds. The new data received from equipped Arrow Board devices via the vendorhosted server will be acquired in a similar manner as data from the law enforcement incident feed, and
will be processed according to RTMC system capabilities, practices, and policies. Specifically, IRIS will
access Arrow Board Reporting System data from the external vendor-hosted server. IRIS will make Arrow
Board-related lane closure incident event data available for CARS to access. Challenges with linking Arrow
Board messages with pre-existing incident events in IRIS or CARS are expected to be minimal since
maintenance activities are not currently reported in IRIS or CARS, though it is possible that there may be
some cases in which the event was previously entered into CARS.
Once data is received from Arrow Board Reporting Systems, IRIS will automatically ingest the data to
create or update an incident event for a lane closure. IRIS will make the Arrow Board-related information
available for CARS to access and then create or update an incident event that will be automatically posted
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on the 511 platform channels.
RTMC operators and CARS
users will be able to edit the
incident events as necessary
in IRIS and CARS, respectively.
The following defines the
operational concept from the
perspective of the MnDOT
Systems depicted in Figure 3.
Note that it is expected that
the MnDOT approach may
evolve as comfort with the
Arrow
Board
Reporting
System
data
increases,
potentially allowing for future
enhancements and more
automated processes.
3.1 IRIS will access the Figure 3: MnDOT Systems, including CARS, IRIS, traveler information
dissemination mechanisms, and IRIS data archives
incident feed provided
on the vendor-hosted server every two minutes to retrieve data from the Arrow Boards equipped
with the reporting system. (Need 2-1, 3-1)
3.2 The incident feed will contain Arrow Board Reporting System data that includes: the incident ID
associated with the current activity of the Arrow Board device ID, Arrow Board latitude/longitude,
and display status. The incident feed will not include any details about the extent (distance along the
road) that the lane is closed or about the anticipated end time of the lane closure; events created in
IRIS and CARS will not include this information. (Needs 1-7, 3-1, 3-2, 3-4, 3-6, 3-7, 3-8)
3.3 IRIS will automatically ingest and process the Arrow Board data from the incident feed. A timestamp
will be added to the data to indicate when it was received by IRIS. IRIS will process the
latitude/longitude data for mapping purposes and to determine the direction of travel that the Arrow
Board device display is facing. (Needs 1-2, 1-7, 2-2, 2-3, 2-4, 2-6, 2-8, 2-13, 3-8, 3-11)
3.4 IRIS will examine previously received data to determine if the incident ID is new or is associated with
an existing IRIS incident event. If the incident ID is new, an IRIS incident event will be created that
includes the Arrow Board location, lane closed, begin time of the IRIS incident event, label to indicate
it is a road work activity, and the nearest CCTV camera for viewing the event. (Need 1-2)
3.5 IRIS will make the processed lane closure incident event information available to CARS; this will not
require RTMC operator verification. CARS will access the provided Arrow Board-related lane closure
incident events every two minutes. CARS will ingest the Arrow Board-related information and check
the incident ID and latitude/longitude data against existing CARS incident events. If no existing CARS
incident event is identified that might represent the same lane closure from an earlier Arrow Board
update, a CARS incident event will be created that includes the Arrow Board location as route,
direction, and mileposts associated with the nearest cross-street or intersection; begin time of the
CARS incident event; and description to include lane closed and indicate it is a road work activity.
CARS users will be able to make edits to the event or delete duplicate events, as necessary. The CARS
incident event will automatically be posted to 511. (Need 1-1, 2-2, 2-8)
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3.6 Simultaneously, the new IRIS incident event will appear as a transparent pin on the map of the IRIS
interface to alert RTMC operators of this new event. RTMC operators may click on the transparent
pin on the map of the IRIS interface to view and confirm the event (e.g., using the nearby CCTV
camera referenced in the event) and make edits to the event, as necessary. These edits will be logged
in a way that they are preserved, as needed, upon receipt of updated Arrow Board information from
the vendor-hosted server. RTMC operators may identify a multiple-lane closure based on the location
and proximity of adjacent Arrow Board-related incident events on the same roadway and facing the
same direction; in this case, RTMC operators would delete the downstream Arrow Board-related
incident event and edit the upstream Arrow Board-related incident event to indicate a multiple-lane
closure. RTMC operators may post a message on an upstream DMS. (Needs 1-2, 1-3, 1-7, 3-2)
3.7 IRIS will continue to access the incident feed every two minutes for updated Arrow Board-related
information. IRIS will continue to process the data, associate the incident ID with the existing IRIS
incident event, and identify any changes to location or display status from the previous data received,
while maintaining any edits entered by RTMC operators. Pending receipt of new information,
updates will be made to the IRIS incident event, and made available for CARS where updates will be
made to the CARS incident event and 511, while maintaining any edits entered by CARS users. (Needs
2-2, 2-3, 2-4, 2-6, 2-8, 2-9, 2-10)
3.8 If IRIS identifies a significant change in the Arrow Board device location or display status, which could
indicate a lane change or mobile work zone, updates will be made to the IRIS incident event, and
updated data made available for CARS to access and update the CARS incident event and 511.
Specifically, IRIS will create a replacement incident as a standard pin at the new location, without
RTMC operator verification, that would indicate the incident event is mobile road work. CARS users,
RTMC operators, and 511 users can view the updated information in CARS, IRIS, and 511,
respectively. The pre-determined speed thresholds for ascertaining a mobile work zone vs. traveling
down the roadway may vary by road type (e.g., interstate, arterial) and location (e.g., urban vs. rural).
(Needs 1-3, 1-5, 1-7, 1-8, 3-3)
3.9 When IRIS accesses the incident feed and it no longer contains an incident ID for an active IRIS
incident event, IRIS will determine that the IRIS incident event has ended. IRIS will automatically close
the IRIS incident event and remove it from the IRIS interface so RTMC operators know to remove any
related, posted DMS messages. IRIS will make this update available for CARS to access and CARS will
automatically close the CARS incident event and end the event in 511. (Needs 1-6, 2-11, 3-10)
3.10 IRIS will archive all Arrow Board-related IRIS incident event data, including IRIS incident events that
were not verified by an RTMC operator, as well as messages posted on DMS. This information will
include timestamps and associated updates and end-times. (Needs 1-4, 2-12)

6.4 RTMC Operator Perspective
RTMC operators use IRIS to manage traffic, and are not currently alerted about maintenance activities
given the short duration closure within a larger timeframe that is subject to change (e.g., due to inclement
weather). The role of RTMC operators within IRIS under the proposed system will follow the rules and
policies set forth by MnDOT. Being aware of the status and location of active Arrow Board Reporting
System-related lane closures will help RTMC operators better understand real-time conditions in the field
and provide more accurate traveler information by posting DMS messages. A new IRIS incident event will
appear as a transparent pin on the IRIS map interface until viewed by an RTMC operator, who may then
visually verify and confirm the lane closure (e.g., using a nearby CCTV camera), identify a multiple-lane
closure, post a DMS message, or make edits to the event, as necessary. After the RTMC operator views
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the event, IRIS will continue to automatically update or close the event based on new information received
and RTMC operators will manually monitor the event for changes or event ending, per existing
procedures. The following section defines the operational concept from the RTMC operator perspective.
4.1 RTMC operators will carry out all duties performed under the current state at the RTMC. (Need 1-2)
4.2 RTMC operators will view information about a lane closure when an Arrow Board has been activated
in the field through the IRIS map interface as an IRIS incident event. A new IRIS incident event will
appear as a transparent pin, per existing procedures. IRIS incident event information will include the
current Arrow Board status, lane closed, location information, and nearest CCTV camera. (Needs
1-3, 1-7, 3-2)
4.3 When an RTMC operator views this event and confirms it, e.g., using a CCTV camera, it will appear
as a standard pin on the IRIS map interface. RTMC operators may make edits to the IRIS incident
event, as necessary. The associated CCTV camera may be displayed on an RTMC monitor for RTMC
operators to continue to observe the incident event. RTMC operators may identify a multiple-lane
closure based on the location and proximity of adjacent Arrow Board-related incident events on the
same roadway and facing the same direction; in this case, RTMC operators would delete the
downstream Arrow Board-related incident event and update the upstream Arrow Board-related
incident event to indicate a multiple-lane closure. RTMC operators may need to occasionally verify
the lane closure information with other staff in the field that may be present to observe the lane
closure. Shoulder closures associated with Arrow Boards will not appear in IRIS. (Need 3-1)
4.4 RTMC operators may identify an appropriate, upstream DMS and decide to manually post a message
for travelers regarding the Arrow Board-related lane closure. This traveler information message
about the event would not have been posted without receipt of this Arrow Board information since
RTMC operators are not currently informed of maintenance activities. (Need 1-2)
4.5 While IRIS will continue to access the Arrow Board Reporting System incident feed to confirm the
IRIS incident event is still operational, updates will not be sent directly to RTMC operators, thus
avoiding an overload of information. (Need 1-5)
4.6 Information from the most recent Arrow Board update will be available to RTMC operators on
demand via the IRIS map interface. The IRIS incident event will be a pin at the Arrow Board location,
and available information will include the Arrow Board status, lane closed, timestamp of latest
received data, and nearest CCTV camera. RTMC operators will periodically monitor the IRIS incident
event by viewing the displayed CCTV camera feed or clicking the pin on the IRIS map interface to
view whether any updates have taken place. Updates, such as a change in Arrow Board status, will
automatically be made in IRIS. (Needs 1-3, 1-7, 1-8, 2-9, 2-10, 3-3)
4.7 If the IRIS incident event information has been updated, the RTMC operator will manually change or
remove the message posted on the upstream DMS, as necessary. (Need 1-2)
4.8 RTMC operators will know the Arrow Board is no longer active when the associated pin on the IRIS
map interface is automatically removed. (Needs 1-3, 1-6, 1-7, 2-11, 3-10)
4.9 RTMC operators will manually remove any posted DMS message regarding the Arrow Board-related
lane closure, as necessary. (Need 1-2)
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6.5 CARS User Perspective
CARS users are not currently alerted about maintenance activities given the short duration closure within
a larger timeframe that is subject to change (e.g., due to inclement weather). Also, according to current
policy, short-term closures (i.e., 15 minutes or less) are not entered into CARS or 511 for the public
because of their brief durations. Receiving notifications from the Arrow Board Reporting Systems about
their display and location when they are activated will help CARS users better understand real-time
conditions in the field and provide more comprehensive traveler information via 511. Arrow Board-related
information will be made available by IRIS for CARS to periodically access and ingest to CARS and 511 as
incident events, but only for lane closure events. CARS users may edit the CARS incident events, as needed.
The following section defines the operational concept from the CARS user perspective.
5.1 CARS users will carry out all duties performed under the current state. (Need 1-1)
5.2 Incident events for lane closures will be automatically created in CARS from Arrow Board information
that is made available to CARS by IRIS. These incident events will appear to CARS users on the CARS
interface alongside other CARS incident events. Information in the CARS incident event will include:
Arrow Board location as route, direction, and milepost associated with the nearest cross-street or
intersection; begin time of the CARS incident event; and description to indicate it is a road work
activity and the lane closed. CARS users may edit or delete the CARS incident events, as needed. CARS
incident events will automatically appear in 511 for travelers using the website or mobile application.
Only Arrow Board-related lane closure events will generate a CARS incident event. Shoulder closures
associated with Arrow Boards will not appear in CARS or 511. (Needs 1-1, 1-3, 1-7, 3-2)
5.3 When the Arrow Board location (i.e., indicating it has changed lanes or is part of a mobile work zone)
or display changes, updates will automatically be made to the CARS incident event and within 511.
Information from the most recent Arrow Board update will be available to CARS users on demand in
the CARS user interface. (Needs 1-1, 1-3, 1-5, 1-7, 1-8, 2-9, 2-10, 3-3)
5.4 While IRIS will continue to access the Arrow Board Reporting System incident feed and make updates
available to CARS that will confirm the CARS incident event is still operational, updates will not be
sent directly to CARS users, thus avoiding an overload of information. (Need 1-5)
5.5 IRIS will provide updated information for CARS when the Arrow Board-related incident event is no
longer active; it will automatically be closed in CARS and 511. (Needs 1-1, 1-3, 1-6, 1-7, 2-11, 3-10)

6.6 Archived Data Users Perspective
MnDOT staff and external stakeholders will benefit from non-real-time access to data describing the lane
closures. Examples of the uses include: understanding actual times when lane closures occurred, relating
lane closures to crashes, delays, or other operational situations, enhanced performance management
capabilities, and evaluation of new and enhanced events available within IRIS (and thus CARS and 511
traveler information systems, as well) and associated DMS messages for improved traffic management.
6.1 MnDOT staff wishing to access the lane closure data will utilize a database access tool to query the
data stored in the IRIS event database and DMS message database. A database of historical Arrow
Board data will also be available from the Arrow Board vendor. MnDOT staff will likely search
segments of roads or geographic areas to identify lane closures in their query. (Needs 1-4, 2-1)
6.2 Data stored in the databases will enable MnDOT staff to learn details of the Arrow Board location,
changes in display status, and start and end time of shoulder and lane closures. Additional details
such as the distance along the road that the lane was closed will not be available. (Needs 1-4, 2-1)
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6.3 Data stored in the databases will allow MnDOT to support a larger evaluation for the ENTERPRISE
Transportation Pooled Fund program to analyze the capabilities and effectiveness of deployed Arrow
Board Reporting Systems for improving situational awareness at the RTMC and enhancing the
quantity and quality of provided traveler information about maintenance activities that include lane
closures. (Needs 1-4, 2-1)

7.0 Roles and Responsibilities
Based on the approaches selected in the operational concept, the high-level tasks for Arrow Board
Reporting Systems are further described as specific roles in this section. For each role, the parties who
may potentially be responsible for the role will vary by location and contracting mechanism. There is a
high degree of variability between and within agencies regarding stakeholders responsible for operating
and maintaining work zone devices like Arrow Boards.
The approach to this section is to assist agencies considering deploying Arrow Board Reporting Systems
by understanding the likely roles that would be performed by the primary stakeholders identified in
Section 3.0 as presented below:
RTMC Staff


RTMC Operators. MnDOT staff who use IRIS to manage traffic and provide traveler information via
DMS.



CARS Users. MnDOT staff who use CARS to manage traffic and provide traveler information via 511.

ITS Staff and Contractors


ITS Managers. MnDOT staff who are project champions and provide a statewide perspective to the
Arrow Board Reporting System effort.



IRIS Programmers. MnDOT staff who make modifications to IRIS to support Arrow Board Reporting
System functionality.



CARS Support Contractor. External stakeholder who will make modifications to CARS to support Arrow
Board Reporting System functionality.



Equipment owner. The vendor who will facilitate deployment, and verify and validate operations of
the Arrow Board Reporting System.

Maintenance Staff


Maintenance Managers. MnDOT staff who plan and review maintenance activities.



Maintenance Field Staff. MnDOT staff who operate Arrow Boards for maintenance activities.

Archived Data Users


Traffic Operations Group and Congestion and Performance Managers. MnDOT staff who focus on
reducing congestion, performance measurement, and analyses using available archived data.



Other Archived Data Users. External stakeholders including researchers, MPOs, and contractors
interested in accessing and analyzing archived data, as well as the ENTERPRISE Transportation Pooled
Fund program that will use archived data to perform an evaluation of this deployment.
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The suggested role of each group identified above reflects the fact that Arrow Board Reporting Systems
are primarily intended to enhance the functionalities of systems at the RTMC, i.e., IRIS and CARS, in order
to improve traveler information and archived data. As such, concepts presented in this ConOps and the
responsibilities in Table 3) attempt to minimize the manual actions requested of maintenance field staff.
Table 3: Roles and Expected Stakeholder Group to be Considered for Performing Role
Stakeholder Group Performing Role
Role
Up-front / One-time Roles:
1. Determine design and capabilities of Arrow Board systems
with data collection, communications, and processing
2. Determine strategy to integrate Arrow Board reports with IRIS
and CARS
3. Procure Arrow Boards with reporting capabilities

4. Install Arrow Board Reporting System equipment on existing
Arrow Board trailers and/or trucks
5. Perform modifications to IRIS and CARS to integrate Arrow
Board Reporting System information
6. Determine approach to interface with Arrow Board Reporting
Systems (e.g., Arrow Board to vendor-hosted server to IRIS)
7. Establish vendor-hosted server and communication services.

RTMC Operators; CARS Users; ITS
Managers; Maintenance Managers
RTMC Staff; IRIS Programmers; CARS
Support Contractor
ITS Managers in this deployment; might
be Maintenance Managers in future
deployments
Equipment Owner

IRIS Programmers; CARS Support
Contractor
IRIS Programmers; CARS Support
Contractor; Equipment Owner
Equipment Owner; IRIS Programmers;
CARS Support Contractor
2. Determine approach to archive lane closure reports and allow ITS Managers; IRIS Programmers
access to archived data by MnDOT staff outside the RTMC.
3. Develop and establish database for storage and data access
Equipment Owner; IRIS Programmers
retrieval system.
Regular Roles (Typically performed daily):
4. Place, activate, and operate Arrow Board (with no additional Maintenance Field Staff
tasks beyond typical Arrow Board setup and field operation)
5. Review Arrow Board notifications as received in real-time, and RTMC Operators; CARS Users
take appropriate action.
6. Periodically perform manual check on the accuracy and
Equipment Owner; RTMC Operators
functionality of Arrow Board reports (e.g., CCTV verification).
Periodic Roles (Performed as needed):
7. Perform any needed repairs to Arrow Board Reporting
Systems, following detection from periodic checks or error
codes from the vendor-hosted server.
8. Ensure that all Arrow Boards deployed for a single
maintenance activity are equipped with the Arrow Board
Reporting System, i.e., for a multi-lane closure.
9. Access, query, and utilize archived Arrow Board data, as
needed.

Equipment Owner

Maintenance Field Staff

Traffic Operations Group and
Congestion and Performance
Managers; Other Archived Data Users
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Table 4 outlines the estimated annual costs for operating and maintaining the 20 Arrow Board Reporting
Systems deployed in 2018 during the initial pilot deployment. This estimate does not include costs for the
initial pilot deployment of 20 devices such as installation and testing, IRIS integration, and CARS
integration.
Table 4: Estimated Annual Operations and Maintenance Costs
Cost Item
Hours of Staff Time
Annual Estimated Cost
20 Arrow Board Reporting Systems (device
$14,400
and system/server rental that includes
($60 / month for each device)
communications, and maintenance)
MnDOT maintenance staff time to be present
or coordinate during device maintenance
1 hour / device
$1,200
performed by vendor
Routine maintenance of Arrow Board
8 hours / year
$480
functions in IRIS
Routine maintenance of Arrow Board
8 hours / year
$480
functions in CARS
TOTAL
$16,560
Estimated average hourly rate (includes overhead)

$60/hour

8.0 Scenarios
This section presents a series of typical scenarios that illustrate how the Arrow Board Reporting System
functionality would be used by stakeholders. For illustrative purposes, six scenarios are described, each
highlighting various aspects of Arrow Board Reporting System functionality. The intent of the scenarios is
not to describe all possible situations, but rather to highlight specific functionality.

8.1 Scenario 1: Arrow Board Deployment and Activation
Arrow Boards equipped with data collection and communication technologies will be deployed in the field
in a similar fashion as in the current state. However, Arrow Board activation now includes the transmission
of data messages to the vendor-hosted server for processing into an incident feed for ingest to IRIS when
a lane closure is determined to be active.
1.1 At 6:00 a.m., an Arrow Board trailer equipped with data collection and communication technologies
is parked at the side of State Highway 32 at milepost 9.12, a 4-lane divided highway where
maintenance activities that include a lane closure is scheduled. It is brought to the field in a similar
fashion as in the current state, after having undergone standard testing procedures. The data
collection and communication technologies were tested upon installation, and are inspected
periodically by the Arrow Board Reporting System device equipment owner when the Arrow Board
device is not in the field.
1.2 At 6:30 a.m., the Arrow Board device is pulled into position on the northbound left side shoulder
with a narrow median and the display board is rotated vertically to be visible to passing drivers.
1.3 At 6:32 a.m., the Arrow Board is powered on and programmed to display lights in each of the four
corners to indicate a caution message to passing drivers.
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1.4 At 6:33 a.m., the Arrow Board device automatically collects data to assemble an initial data message
containing: device ID, current time, sufficiently accurate latitude and longitude to confirm location
and direction the Arrow Board is facing, display status (i.e., lights in the four corners for caution),
display orientation (i.e., visible to drivers).
1.5 The Arrow Board device in the field communicates with a vendor-hosted server where processing is
conducted. The vendor-hosted server polls the Arrow Board device at 6:34 a.m. and receives the
data. The latitude/longitude data element is used to generate into a new data element for mapping
purposes: nearest street address. Shoulder closures are not reported as an IRIS, CARS, or 511 incident
event per existing procedures, so this data is not made available to those systems. This most recent
data is made available on the vendor-provided web interface.
1.6 The vendor-hosted server polls the Arrow Board device for information every two minutes and
processes the updated data and compares it against previously received information for changes.

8.2 Scenario 2: Arrow Board Ongoing Reporting of Operational Status – Lane Closure
Identified
Following Arrow Board activation and determination of the shoulder closure on the vendor-hosted server,
data will continue to be collected and periodically transmitted to the vendor-hosted server as described
in Scenario 1. Received data will continue be processed to determine changes in status that may indicate:
1) the Arrow Board display has changed, indicating a change in the field regarding the status of the lane
closure, 2) the Arrow Board has a potential maintenance need, or 3) as detailed in Scenario 5, the lane
closure is no longer active. Processed information is used to automatically create events in IRIS for
operators to post messages to DMS when applicable, as well as CARS for automatic posting within 511
when a lane closure is active.
2.1 At 7:34 a.m., the Arrow Board is re-programmed to display a right arrow is moved into the left lane
to indicate the left lane is closed.
2.2 As described in Scenario 1, the Arrow Board device continues to collect the same data that is polled
every two minutes by the vendor-hosted server for processing. At 7:34 a.m., the vendor-hosted
server determines that the Arrow Board is visible to traffic and has a “right” display for an active lane
closure and assembles the data into an IRIS-compatible incident feed on the vendor-hosted server.
The vendor-hosted server uses the Arrow Board device ID as a reference in the creation of a new,
associated, IRIS-compatible incident ID that will be associated with this Arrow Board device and used
only for the duration of this lane closure activity.
2.3 At 7:35 a.m., IRIS accesses the incident feed on the vendor-hosted server and collects the Arrow
Board data message. The most recent, processed Arrow Board data is received as an incident feed
by IRIS at the RTMC, where additional processing will occur.
2.4 At 7:35 a.m., upon ingest of the initial Arrow Board data message reporting a lane closure from the
incident feed to IRIS, the data is further processed. For instance, location data is examined to
generate a new data element: direction of travel (e.g., NB).
2.5 At 7:36 a.m., IRIS determines from the processed information and incident ID that an Arrow Board is
indicating a new lane closure and is displaying a “right” message in the northbound left lane of State
Highway 32 at milepost 9.12. IRIS creates a new IRIS incident event. A new timestamp is added to
indicate the start time of this new IRIS incident event: 7:36 a.m. This information is displayed as a
transparent pin on the IRIS map interface showing the location of the reporting Arrow Board device,
with information provided in the IRIS incident event about the lanes closed and nearest CCTV camera.
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2.6 IRIS makes the Arrow Board-related incident event information available for CARS to access. CARS
accesses this data every two minutes.
2.7 CARS creates a new CARS incident event regarding the lane closure. Information includes: Arrow
Board location as route, direction and mileposts associated with the nearest cross-street or
intersection; begin time of the CARS incident event; and description to include lane closed and
indicate it is a road work activity.
2.8 A new event in 511 regarding the lane closure is automatically generated from the CARS incident
event and is available to travelers to view via the website and mobile applications.
2.9 While monitoring incident events on the IRIS map interface, the RTMC operator observes the new
lane closure information. The RTMC operator visually verifies the lane closure using the nearby CCTV
camera and then confirms the IRIS incident event, which causes the pin to be a standard color. RTMC
operators have the ability to edit the new event within IRIS, as necessary. These edits will be logged
in a field that is preserved when updated Arrow Board information is received from the vendorhosted server. The RTMC operator displays the nearby CCTV camera feed on a TV monitor in the
RTMC.
2.10 The RTMC operator considers posting a message to an upstream DMS about the lane closure, but
decides this is not necessary given current traffic levels.
2.11 Scenario 3 commences.

8.3 Scenario 3: Arrow Board Ongoing Reporting of Operational Status – No Changes
Following initial creation of the lane closure incident events within IRIS, CARS, and 511, data will continue
to be collected and periodically transmitted to the RTMC per the process described in Scenario 2. Received
data will be processed within IRIS to identify any changes in the Arrow Board operational status. With the
determination by IRIS of no changes, no updates to the IRIS, CARS, or 511 incident events are needed.
3.1 The Arrow Board Reporting System described in Scenario 1 and Scenario 2 continues to collect the
same data at two-minute intervals.
3.2 At 7:36 a.m., the latest data message assembled by the Arrow Board Reporting System is again polled
by the vendor-hosted server, where it is processed and provided for IRIS as an incident feed, as
described in Scenario 2. The vendor-hosted server polls the Arrow Board device every two minutes.
3.3 At 7:37 a.m., IRIS again accesses the incident feed for new or updated information, at scheduled twominute intervals. Upon receipt of the latest Arrow Board data message, the new data is processed
within IRIS, as described in Scenario 2.
3.4 IRIS determines from the incident ID and timestamp that a previous message has recently been
received from this Arrow Board.
3.5 IRIS compares the current information against the previous information associated with the incident
ID to identify any changes in: location and display status.
3.6 IRIS automatically makes a determination on whether action is needed.
3.7 No changes are identified, so no updates are created for the IRIS incident event.
3.8 Scenario 3 repeats every two minutes with the vendor-hosted server polling the Arrow Board devices,
generating an updated incident feed, and the incident feed being ingested to IRIS, unless status
changes are detected, such as those in Scenario 4 or Scenario 5.
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8.4 Scenario 4: Arrow Board Ongoing Reporting of Operational Status – Mobile Work
Zone Identified
Later that morning, the Arrow Board begins moving down the roadway as part of a mobile work zone.
Received data is processed within IRIS to identify the changes in the Arrow Board operational status.
Pending the determination by IRIS, updates are made to the IRIS, CARS, or 511 incident events.
4.1 At 8:36 a.m., the Arrow Board begins moving down the roadway as part of a mobile work zone,
continuing to display that the left lane is closed. As described in Scenario 1, Scenario 2, and Scenario
3, the Arrow Board Reporting System continues to collect the same data at two-minute intervals.
4.2 At 8:37 a.m., the vendor hosted-server polls the Arrow Board Reporting System for new data every
two minutes, the data is processed and provided for IRIS in the incident feed, as described in Scenario
2 and Scenario 3.
4.3 At 8:37 a.m., IRIS accesses the incident feed on the vendor-hosted server (every two minutes) and
collects the Arrow Board data. The most recent, processed Arrow Board data is again received as an
incident feed by IRIS at the RTMC, where additional processing occurs.
4.4 IRIS compares the current information against the previous information message using the incident
ID to identify changes in location and display status, and provides this updated information for CARS.
4.5 Because the device is moving along the same roadway, the associated IRIS incident event is
automatically updated on the IRIS map display to the new location from which RTMC operators can
determine the incident event is a mobile work zone.
4.6 While monitoring incident events on the IRIS map interface, the RTMC operator observes the new
lane closure information for the mobile work zone. The RTMC operator examines DMS that are
immediately upstream of the event and, considering various factors (e.g., how far upstream the DMS
is, other messages being displayed, traffic volume, etc.), determines that a message about the lane
closure should be posted. A DMS is located less than two miles upstream and the RTMC operator
posts a message: “Left lane closed ahead; Use Caution”.
4.7 CARS identifies a change in the location information and calculates the estimated speed based on
the current and previous latitude/longitude information. Calculated speed is equal or less than the
speed assumed for a mobile work zone. The pre-determined minimum and maximum speed
thresholds for ascertaining a mobile work zone vs. traveling down the roadway will vary by road type
(e.g., interstate, arterial) and location (e.g., urban vs. rural).
4.8 The CARS incident event is updated upon receipt of the updated location information from IRIS, and
the description is updated to be mobile road work. The 511 incident event is similarly updated. These
updates include moving the location of the incident event to the new location and adding a
description as mobile road work each time a new latitude/longitude is identified in the IRIS feed.
4.9 IRIS continues to poll the vendor-hosted server for information every two minutes and automatically
adjusts location information in the IRIS incident event, CARS incident event, and on 511 as Scenario
4 continues to repeat until there is a change in operational status.

8.5 Scenario 5: Arrow Board De-activation and Powering Down
When the lane closure is ended, the Arrow Board device will be de-activated and/or the display rotated
to be out of view to drivers. The vendor-hosted server will use this data to determine that the Arrow Board
is no longer active, and remove information from the associated incident ID from the IRIS incident feed.
Given the absence of the incident ID from the incident feed, IRIS will know that the Arrow Board-related
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incident event has ended and close the IRIS incident event, then relay this information for CARS to access
and then close the CARS incident event and 511 event. This scenario follows Scenario 2, Scenario 3, or
Scenario 4.
5.1 At 12:44 p.m., the Arrow Board is moved to the side of the road and the display is turned off.
5.2 At 12:44 p.m., the Arrow Board device collects data per Scenario 2, Scenario 3, and Scenario 4 with
the data element for display status indicating the display is blank.
5.3 At 12:45 p.m., the vendor-hosted server polls the Arrow Board device for updated data. The vendorhosted server processes the received data and determines from the blank display status that the lane
closure is no longer active. The vendor-hosted server removes the information with the incident ID
associated with this Arrow Board device from the IRIS incident feed.
5.4 At 12:45 p.m., IRIS accesses the incident feed provided by the vendor-hosted server. IRIS compares
the incident feed with the data from two minutes prior and identifies that a previously reported
incident ID is no longer present in the incident feed. IRIS determines that the associated incident
event is no longer active and automatically ends the IRIS incident event.
5.5 The pin for the IRIS incident event is removed from the IRIS map interface.
5.6 Simultaneously, IRIS provides an update that CARS accesses and uses to determine that the incident
event associated with the incident ID has ended. CARS automatically ends the CARS incident event
associated with that incident ID. When the CARS incident event ends, the associated event is ended
in 511 and removed from the website and mobile application shortly after so that it is no longer
visible by the traveling public.
5.7 While monitoring incident events on the IRIS map interface, the RTMC operator observes that the
incident event pin associated with the Arrow Board-related lane closure is no longer present and
thus knows that the event has ended. The RTMC operator identifies the associated lane closure
message posted on the DMS upstream of the event and removes the message.

8.6 Scenario 6: Non-Real Time Data Use
Data that is collected in the field from Arrow Board Reporting Systems is valuable to stakeholders for
evaluation, performance measurement, research, and future planning purposes. Both MnDOT and
external stakeholders are interested in accessing data collected from the Arrow Board Reporting System
months or possibly even years after the shoulder and lane closures were active. The vendor-hosted server
will maintain a database of historical data. Additionally, incident event data in IRIS and messages posted
to DMS will be archived in IRIS data archives, per existing MnDOT procedures.
6.1 Throughout the Summer 2018 construction season, per Scenario 1, Scenario 2, Scenario 3, Scenario
4, and Scenario 5, equipped Arrow Boards are deployed in the field and the Arrow Board devices
collect data when activated. Available data include device ID, latitude/longitude for location and
facing direction, display status (i.e., arrow left or arrow right), and timestamp.
6.2 Data is polled from activated Arrow Boards by the vendor-hosted server every two minutes for initial
data processing. The vendor-hosted server maintains a database of historical data that is available
to stakeholders and includes information about shoulder and lane closures, and inactive periods.
6.3 Arrow Board-related information in an incident feed from the vendor-hosted server is used to
automatically create incident events in IRIS, that may be edited by RTMC operators, and is updated
as information received from the Arrow Board device via the vendor-hosted server incident feed
changes as described in Scenario 3, Scenario 4, and Scenario 5.
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6.4 As described in Scenario 3, Scenario 4, and Scenario 5, RTMC operators may use IRIS incident event
information to post associated messages to DMS about the Arrow Board-related lane closure.
6.5 IRIS incident event data and associated messages posted to DMS by RTMC operators are archived
per standard MnDOT procedures, including timestamps for the begin and end times and all
associated updates. Archived IRIS incident events also include information regarding location.
number of lanes closed, and type of incident, e.g., “roadwork”. Archived DMS messages include an
ID to identify the location and the text of the posted messages.
6.6 The archived IRIS incident events and posted DMS messages reside in the IRIS data archive for a
designated period of time per existing MnDOT procedures and supplement other data that may be
available from permanent or temporary devices in the areas that Arrow Boards were deployed.
6.7 On October 3, 2018, a data request is made to MnDOT staff who have access to the IRIS data archives
about maintenance-related lane closures from a maintenance manager. The managers are interested
in mobility and safety impacts from these lane closures in June 2018.
6.8 On October 4, 2018, MnDOT data archive managers query the data archive for information from
active Arrow Boards displaying a message from June 1, 2018 through June 30, 2018. Available
information includes IRIS incident events logs, as well as the historical Arrow Board data from the
vendor-hosted server database.
6.9 Data records with Arrow Board activation data and information are saved in a separate file and sent
to the maintenance manager.
6.10 This Arrow Board data file allows maintenance managers to identify nearby traffic counters and other
available mobility data sources either within or adjacent to each lane closure, and also query other
databases, with crash records for instance, to conduct data analysis and generate performance
measures regarding the mobility and safety impacts of lane closures for maintenance activities.
6.11 On November 14, 2018, MnDOT data archive managers receive a data request about maintenance
activities in 2018 involving any lane closures from a contractor developing a work zone TMP.
6.12 On November 15, 2018, MnDOT data archive managers modify the earlier query to capture all Arrow
Board activations from April 1, 2018 to September 30, 2018. Available information includes IRIS
incident event logs, posted DMS messages, and the historical Arrow Board data from the vendorhosted server database.
6.13 Data records with Arrow Board activation data and information are saved in a separate file and sent
to the contractor.
6.14 This Arrow Board data file allows the contractor to first separate lane closures on similar roadways
to the roadway with the future work zone (i.e., similar traffic volumes or functional class). After
identifying and collecting data from relevant traffic counters and other available mobility data
sources either within or adjacent to those lane closure areas to analyze the mobility impacts, the
contractor has an improved understanding of the impacts to expect for the planned work zone,
impacts of posted DMS messages, and countermeasures necessary for mitigation.
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9.0 Requirements for the Arrow Board Reporting System
Table 5 and Table 6 respectively list functional and non-functional
requirements for Arrow Board Reporting Systems. These
requirements describe how the system will operate, stating specific
functions that must be performed by the system.
Requirements in this section refer to the Arrow Board Reporting
System, which is comprised of the Arrow Board device deployed in
the field and the vendor-hosted server for this initial test
deployment, as depicted in Figure 2. The requirements in this
section focus on the data being collected, processed, and made
available for the MnDOT RTMC to access via IRIS, and are not
concerned about other functions, such as where data is processed
or how data is transferred from the Arrow Board device to the
vendor-hosted server.
The columns in Table 5 and Table 6 contain the following
information:
 Column 1: Contains the identifying number (ID) of the Figure 4: Arrow Board Reporting
System Device and Vendorrequirement.
Hosted Server
 Column 2: Contains each requirement.
 Column 3: Contains the numerical designation of one or more operational concepts to which the
requirement applies. Operational concepts are located in Section 6.0.
 Column 4: Includes additional notes and sources that may be applicable to the requirement.
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Table 5: Functional Requirements for the Arrow Board Reporting System

Functional Requirements for the Arrow Board Reporting System
Req. ID

AB.1

Requirement

Operational
Concept(s)

Notes

The system shall periodically collect and process data when the Arrow Board is active.

AB.1.1

The system shall collect data from the Arrow Board as soon as it is powered on by
maintenance field staff.

AB.1.2

The system shall collect and process data at least once every two minutes.

AB.1.3

The system shall collect and determine Arrow Board display status as one of the following
options:
o Right: flashing, double flashing, or sequential arrow, or sequential chevrons
o Left: flashing, double flashing, or sequential arrow, or sequential chevrons
o Caution: flashing line or corners or alternating diamonds to indicate work area and
shoulder closure
o Others in compliance with MUTCD Figure 6F-6.
o Error
o Off or blank

1.1; 1.4

Not directly reported in
incident message; used to
determine whether an
incident message is provided
given Left or Right display.
Others available in vendorprovided web interface.

AB.1.4

The system shall collect current Arrow Board location as the latitude/longitude of the
Arrow Board device.

1.1; 1.3

Available in incident
message and vendorprovided web interface.

1.1; 1.10

Available only on vendorprovided web interface.

1.2

Available only on vendorprovided web interface.

1.2

Not reported in incident
message.

AB.1.5

AB.1.6
AB.1.7

The system shall determine and report an error code when the basic system functions of
the Arrow Board are not performing properly, including: Arrow Board Reporting System is
not functioning properly; Arrow Board Reporting System is not generating a
latitude/longitude; a sensor is not functioning properly and providing an incorrect status
message; and low battery.
The system shall determine and report additional Arrow Board location information, such
as a text description of the location, e.g., nearest address.
The system shall determine and report Arrow Board direction of travel as both the course
(NB) and display facing (display is facing SB) for each data message as one of the four
cardinal directions.
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Functional Requirements for the Arrow Board Reporting System
Req. ID

Requirement

Operational
Concept(s)

AB.1.8

The system shall collect Arrow Board display orientation to determine whether the Arrow
Board device display is up to be visible to motorists, or in the down position.

AB.1.9

The system shall affix a timestamp to describe when data is prepared that is based on a
standard time source to minimize time-based discrepancies.

1.2

AB.1.10

The system shall determine the Arrow Board to be active for a lane closure when the
display is visible to motorists and the display status is active and showing right or left.

1.6

AB.1.11

The system shall determine when the Arrow Board is active for a shoulder closure when
the display is visible to motorists and the display status is showing caution.

1.6

AB.2
AB.2.1
AB.2.2
AB.2.3
AB.2.4
AB.2.5
AB.2.6

1.1; 1.5

Notes

Not reported in incident
message; used to determine
whether an incident
message is provided.
Available in incident
message and vendorprovided web interface.
Available in incident
message and vendorprovided web interface.
Available on the vendorprovided web interface.

The system shall periodically provide incident messages when the Arrow Board indicates an active lane closure.
The system shall provide an incident message for an Arrow Board device only when there
is determined to be a lane closure.
The system shall prepare and format each incident message to be compiled for an IRIS
incident feed.
The system shall create and report an IRIS-compatible incident ID in each prepared
incident message that is unique to each new lane closure-related activation.
The system shall use the Arrow Board left or right display indication to report a right or
left lane closure in the incident message.
The system shall continue to provide data from the previous incident message given an
error regarding the collection of valid data for a configurable amount of time.
The system shall compile incident messages from all active Arrow Board devices into a
single incident feed that is compatible with IRIS.

1.6
1.6
1.6
1.6
1.7
1.6; 1.7

AB.2.7

The system shall provide the incident feed at a location that can be accessed by IRIS.

1.6; 1.7

AB.2.8

The system shall update the data provided in the incident feed when a device is active at
least once every two minutes.

1.6; 1.7
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Functional Requirements for the Arrow Board Reporting System
Req. ID

AB.3
AB.3.1
AB.3.2
AB.3.3
AB.3.4
AB.4
AB.4.1

AB.4.2
AB.4.3
AB.4.4
AB.5
AB.5.1
AB.5.2

Requirement

Operational
Concept(s)

Notes

The system shall provide status messages when the device display is not active, given sufficient power.
The system shall contain a power source that allows the communication device to remain
active when the Arrow Board device is inactive.
The system shall determine and report battery status at pre-defined intervals when the
device has sufficient power.
The system shall determine and report Arrow Board location as the mapped or numeral
latitude/longitude of the Arrow Board device at pre-defined intervals when it has
sufficient power.
The system shall determine and report additional Arrow Board location information, e.g.,
a text description of the location as the nearest address when it is inactive.

1.9
1.9

It is understood that the
battery may run low over a
period of time.
Available on the vendorprovided web interface.

1.9

Available on the vendorprovided web interface.

1.9

Available on the vendorprovided web interface.

The system shall indicate that it is no longer active.
The system shall determine when maintenance field staff change the Arrow Board display
status from left or right display and/or change the display orientation so that it is not
1.4; 1.5;
visible to passing motorists, in order to determine that the device is no longer active for a
1.6; 1.8
lane closure.
The system shall determine an updated display status to indicate that the lane or shoulder
1.4; 1.6; 1.8
closure is no longer active.
The system shall determine an updated display orientation status from the Arrow Board to
1.5; 1.6; 1.8
indicate that the lane or shoulder closure is no longer active.
The system shall remove the incident ID and associated information provided in the IRIS
incident feed when the Arrow Board display is turned off or not visible to passing
1.8
motorists to indicate that the device is no longer active.
The system shall be capable of storing and providing historical data when queried by permitted users and for evaluation purposes.
The system shall contain a database that provides historical Arrow Board data for queries
and export by users with permission, including MnDOT staff and the evaluation team.
The system shall contain a database that provides a historical Arrow Board data record for
each change in Arrow Board display status (e.g., left, right, caution, blank) in the field, at a
minimum. This includes both lane and shoulder closures.
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1.11; 6.1;
6.2; 6.3
1.11; 6.1;
6.2; 6.3
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Functional Requirements for the Arrow Board Reporting System
Req. ID

AB.5.3
AB.5.4
AB.5.5

Requirement

The system shall contain a database that provides historical Arrow Board data records that
include, at a minimum: Arrow Board latitude/longitude, display status, display orientation,
display direction, and timestamp.
The system shall retain the data for the duration of the contract period and be provided to
MnDOT on demand.
The system shall provide the database outputs in a standard file format, such as a commaseparated value (CSV) or Excel-compatible file.
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Operational
Concept(s)

Notes

1.11; 6.2;
6.3
1.11; 6.3

This data will be used for the
evaluation.

1.11; 6.1;
6.3
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Table 6: Non-Functional Requirements for the Arrow Board Reporting System

Non-Functional Requirements for the Arrow Board Reporting System
Req. ID

AB.6

Requirement

The system shall be able to be placed in the field by maintenance field staff, as in the
current state with no additional effort required.

AB.6.2

The system shall be able to be activated in the field by maintenance field staff, as in the
current state with no additional effort required.

AB.6.4
AB.6.5

AB.6.6
AB.7

AB.7.1

Notes

The system shall not require duties from maintenance field staff in addition to their current activities in order to operate.

AB.6.1

AB.6.3

Operational
Concept(s)

The system shall be able to adjust the display as conditions change in the maintenance
work zone as a part of normal operations, as in the current state with no additional effort
required.
The system shall be able to be moved in the field by maintenance field staff as a part of
normal mobile work operations, as in the current state with no additional effort required.
The system shall be able to be powered down in the field by maintenance field staff at the
end of the shoulder or lane closure, as in the current state with no additional effort
required.
The system shall be able to be removed from the roadway by maintenance field staff at
the end of the shoulder or lane closure, as in the current state with no additional effort
required.

2.1
2.1; 2.5

The equipment owner will
maintain and repair system
components.

2.3
2.3
2.4

2.4

The system shall be present on all Arrow Boards indicating lane closures within a single maintenance work zone, as available.
The system shall be present on all Arrow Boards that are used to indicate a lane and
shoulder closure within a single maintenance work zone, as resources are available, in
order to facilitate determination of a multiple-lane closure.
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2.1

The system may be present
on Arrow Boards reporting
caution mode in a work zone
to supplement other Arrow
Boards that indicate lane
and shoulder closures.
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10.0 Requirements for MnDOT Systems
This
section
presents
requirements for each of the
MnDOT Systems shown in
Figure 5. These requirements
describe how the system will
operate, stating specific
functions that must be
performed by the systems.
Specifically:
 Table
7
presents
requirements for IRIS.
Requirements in this
table are also included
that relate to the
associated
MnDOT
Data
Archives,
however
it
is
anticipated that these
Figure 5: MnDOT Systems, including CARS, IRIS, traveler information
requirements
are
dissemination mechanisms, and data archives
already largely or
entirely met as a part of existing processes.
 Table 8 presents requirements for CARS.
The columns in Table 7 and Table 8 contain the following information:
 Column 1: Contains the identifying number (ID) of the requirement.
 Column 2: Contains each requirement. Some of these requirements may already be met as a part
of existing MnDOT processes.
 Column 3: Contains the numerical designation of one or more operational concepts to which the
requirement applies. Operational concepts are located in Section 6.0.
 Column 4: Includes additional notes and sources, including design guidelines or standards, that may
be applicable to the requirement.
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Table 7: Requirements for IRIS

Requirements for IRIS
Req. ID

IR.1

Requirement

Operational
Concept(s)

The system shall be capable of receiving Arrow Board Reporting System status data.

IR.1.1

The system shall be capable of receiving data describing incident ID that directly relates to a
specific lane closure reported by an equipped Arrow Board.

3.2; 3.3

IR.1.2

The system shall be capable of receiving data describing Arrow Board-related lane closure status.

3.2; 3.3

IR.1.3

The system shall be capable of receiving data describing Arrow Board location as the
latitude/longitude of the Arrow Board device.

3.2; 3.3

IR.1.4

The system shall be capable of accessing the Arrow Board incident feed.

IR.1.5

The system shall directly access and ingest the Arrow Board incident feed every two minutes.

IR.2

3.1
3.1; 3.7

The system shall process received Arrow Board Reporting System data.

IR.2.1

The system shall process Arrow Board data from the incident feed immediately upon receipt.

3.3

IR.2.2

The system shall provide a timestamp to document when data was used in an IRIS incident event.

3.3

IR.2.3
IR.2.4

The system shall determine when data is received from a new incident ID that was not previously
active.
The system shall determine the roadway and direction of travel that the Arrow Board device
display is facing from the received, sufficiently accurate latitude/longitude.

IR.2.5

The system shall determine when the display of the Arrow Board device has changed.

IR.2.6

The system shall maintain an inventory of incident IDs and timestamp of most recent message
received in order to link and compare new incident feed data with created IRIS incident events.

IR.3
IR.3.1
IR.3.2

Notes

3.4
3.3
3.8
3.4; 3.7

The system shall prepare processed Arrow Board Reporting System incident feed data for ingest to IRIS.
The system shall be able to match the incident ID data in received Arrow Board information to
existing IRIS incident events.
The system shall automatically merge processed Arrow Board information with a matched existing
IRIS incident event to provide additional or updated information within the existing IRIS incident
event.
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3.4; 3.7
3.4; 3.7

Matched based on
incident ID.
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Requirements for IRIS
Req. ID

Requirement

IR.3.3

The system shall automatically ingest new Arrow Board information for a lane closure into IRIS as a
new incident event.

IR.3.4
IR.3.5

IR.3.6

IR.3.7
IR.3.8
IR.3.9
IR.4
IR.4.1
IR.4.2

IR.4.3

The system shall automatically link the nearest CCTV camera with the IRIS incident event in the
information provided to RTMC operators.
The system shall allow RTMC operators to edit IRIS incident events in IRIS, as needed, such that
edits are not automatically overwritten by subsequent updates from incident feed data, except
when updated information regarding a change in location or display status is received.
The system shall allow RTMC operators to delete an incident event, as necessary. RTMC operators
may delete the downstream Arrow Board-related incident event and update information in the
upstream Arrow Board-related incident event to indicate multiple lanes are closed when a
multiple-lane closure is identified, based on the use of multiple Arrow Boards in close proximity
that are reporting the same directional arrow and facing the same direction. RTMC operators may
delete a duplicate incident event that was previously, manually entered.
The system shall determine that the Arrow Board-related incident event is no longer active after
not receiving information from the associated incident ID in the incident feed.
The system shall automatically close an IRIS incident event when the incident ID no longer appears
in the incident feed, signifying that the lane closure is no longer active.
The system shall archive IRIS incident event data generated from the Arrow Board Reporting
System in the IRIS event database.

Operational
Concept(s)

Notes

3.4

IRIS will not create
an incident event for
a shoulder closure.

3.4
3.6

2.2; 3.6

3.9
3.9
3.10

The system shall provide the most recent Arrow Board-related updates to RTMC operators as IRIS incident events.
The system shall provide all Arrow Board-related information regarding lane closures to RTMC
operators as associated IRIS incident events.
The system shall automatically notify RTMC operators of the initial activation of an Arrow Board
device as a transparent pin on the IRIS map interface, signifying a new IRIS incident event that has
not been visually verified.
The system shall represent the IRIS incident event associated with an Arrow Board device on the
IRIS map interface as a standard pin after an RTMC operator clicks on the transparent pin to view
the IRIS incident event information and confirm the event.
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4.2
4.1; 4.2

4.3
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Requirements for IRIS
Req. ID

IR.4.4

IR.4.5
IR.4.6

Requirement

The system shall automatically update the IRIS incident event information and location of the
associated icon to provide RTMC operators the most recent Arrow Board-related lane closure
information upon selecting the associated IRIS incident event icon on the IRIS map interface.
The system shall provide the most recent Arrow Board-related updates regarding lane closures to
RTMC operators as an incident event map layer on the IRIS user interface.
The system shall remove the pin of the IRIS incident event when the event has closed, signifying
that the Arrow Board device is determined to be inactive and the lane closure has ended.

Operational
Concept(s)

4.5; 4.6

4.8

The system shall provide location information as part of the IRIS incident event.

4.2; 4.6

IR.4.8

The system shall provide current lane closure status as part of the IRIS incident event.

4.2; 4.6

IR.4.9

The system shall provide the timestamps of the provided data as part of the IRIS incident event.

4.2; 4.6

The system shall allow RTMC operators to post a message to upstream DMS about the lane closure
event based on the IRIS incident event generated from Arrow Board information.
The system shall require the RTMC operator to monitor the IRIS incident event on the IRIS map
IR.4.11 interface in order to edit or remove any DMS message posted about the lane closure event, as
necessary.
IR.5
IR.5.1

IR.5.2

IR.5.3
IR.5.4

A new pin location
would indicate the
incident event is a
mobile work zone.

4.5; 4.6

IR.4.7

IR.4.10

Notes

4.4
4.7; 4.9

The system shall make Arrow Board-related IRIS incident event data available for CARS.
The system shall make all data from Arrow Board-related IRIS incident events available to CARS
when the IRIS incident event is created and each time it is updated with new information, including 3.5; 3.7; 3.8
lane closure status and latitude/longitude information for a mobile work zone.
The system shall make Arrow Board-related IRIS incident event data available to CARS, which
includes incident ID, Arrow Board latitude/longitude, roadway and direction, and event description 3.5; 3.7; 3.8
of lane closed and road work.
The system shall include a data item with the Arrow Board-related IRIS incident event data for CARS
that indicates when the RTMC operator has visually verified and confirmed the Arrow Board3.6; 3.7
related incident event.
The system shall publish an updated event for CARS when the Arrow Board-related incident event
3.9
has ended.
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Requirements for IRIS
Req. ID

IR.6
IR.6.1
IR.6.2
IR.6.3
IR.6.4
IR.6.5

Requirement

Operational
Concept(s)

Notes

The system shall store and provide historical IRIS incident event data when queried.
The system shall archive processed Arrow Board Reporting System data that is reported in IRIS
3.10; 6.1
incident events within the IRIS incident event database.
The system shall provide historical Arrow Board-related lane closure data from IRIS incident events
6.1; 6.2; 6.3
for MnDOT staff queries via a database access tool.
The system shall allow staff to query and view the historical data by staff-selected road segment,
6.1
and IRIS incident event ID.
The system shall provide historical lane closure details, including closure start location, start and
end time and duration, direction of lane closure, Arrow Board status, highway designation, and
6.2; 6.3
related IRIS incident events.
6.1_6.3_Da
The system shall allow for configuring how long archived data is retained.
ta_stored

Table 8: Requirements for CARS

Requirements for CARS
Req. ID

CA.1
CA.1.1
CA.1.2
CA.1.3
CA.1.4

Requirement

Operational
Concept(s)

Notes

The system shall be capable of receiving Arrow Board Reporting System status data.
The system shall be capable of accessing processed Arrow Board Reporting System data provided
3.5; 3.7; 3.8
by IRIS.
The system shall be capable of receiving data describing the Arrow Board-related incident event,
including incident ID, Arrow Board latitude/longitude, roadway and direction, and event
3.5
description of lane closed and road work.
The system shall be capable of receiving data describing whether the RTMC operator has visually
3.7
verified and confirmed the Arrow Board-related incident event.
The system shall directly access and ingest the Arrow Board Reporting System status data provided
3.5; 3.7
by IRIS at a system-configurable rate (e.g., every two minutes).
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Requirements for CARS
Req. ID

CA.2

Requirement

Operational
Concept(s)

The system shall prepare processed Arrow Board Reporting System information for ingest to CARS.

CA.2.1

The system shall be able to match the incident ID in Arrow Board information received from IRIS to
3.5; 3.7; 3.8
existing CARS incident events.

CA.2.2

The system may match the incident feed data with an existing, manually-entered CARS incident
event that represents the same lane closure, based on location and event time information.

CA.2.3

CA.2.4

CA.2.5

CA.2.6
CA.2.7
CA.2.8

CA.2.9

Notes

The system shall automatically merge processed Arrow Board information with a matched existing
CARS incident event, if that event was previously generated via Arrow Board data, to provide
additional or updated information within the existing CARS incident event.
The system shall automatically ingest new Arrow Board information received from IRIS regarding
lane closures into CARS as a new incident event when no existing incident event is identified as a
match.
The system shall include as part of the CARS incident event: Arrow Board location as route,
direction and mileposts associated with the nearest cross-street or intersection based on
latitude/longitude data; begin time of the CARS incident event; and description to include lane
closed, indicate it is a road work activity, and indicate it is a mobile road work activity, when
applicable.
The system shall allow CARS users to edit CARS incident events in CARS, as needed, such that
subsequent automatic updates from IRIS will not replace the manual edits.
The system shall allow CARS users to delete a previously, manually-entered CARS incident event, as
needed, when it is not automatically matched to an Arrow Board-related incident event.
The system shall automatically close a CARS incident event when notified by IRIS that the lane
closure is no longer active based on updated Arrow Board information.
The system shall automatically compare the previous two latitude/longitude points provided by
IRIS to calculate an estimated speed of the Arrow Board. The estimated speed must be greater than
a configurable minimum value before the system will identify it as a mobile work zone for reporting
purposes.
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3.5
3.5; 3.7;
3.8; 5.3

It is preferred to
minimize duplicate
events.
Events will be
matched using
incident event ID.

3.5; 5.2

3.5; 5.2

3.5; 5.2
3.5; 5.2
3.9; 5.5

3.8

Allows a device with
a “jittery” GPS but
not moving to be
logged as
stationary.
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Requirements for CARS
Req. ID

Requirement

The system shall automatically compare the previous two latitude/longitude points provided by
CA.2.10 IRIS to calculate an estimated speed of the Arrow Board. The estimated speed must be less than a
configurable maximum value for the system to import it as an event.
CA.2.11
CA.3
CA.3.1

CA.3.2
CA.3.3
CA.4
CA.4.1
CA.4.2

The system shall allow for different minimum and maximum speed thresholds for different
conditions, such as roadway type, that can be configured as needed.

Operational
Concept(s)

Notes

3.8

Identifies device in
transport and no
longer active for a
lane closure to end
incident event.

3.8

The system shall prepare processed Arrow Board Reporting System data in CARS for 511 traveler information systems.
The system shall automatically use the information in CARS incident events that is imported from
IRIS incident events and generated by the Arrow Board system to create new traveler information
3.5; 5.2
reports for 511.
The system shall automatically update an existing Arrow Board-generated traveler information
report in 511 when the associated IRIS incident event is updated based on new Arrow Board
3.7; 3.8; 5.3
information, including location and event information.
The system shall automatically close an event in 511 when the associated IRIS incident event is
3.9
closed, indicating that the lane closure is no longer active.
The system shall provide the most recent Arrow Board-related updates regarding lane closures to CARS users on demand as CARS
incidents.
The system shall automatically generate incident events based on Arrow Board-imported data in
3.5; 3.7;
the CARS operator interface, for CARS operators to see and review.
3.8; 5.2
3.5; 3.7;
The system shall always display the latest imported Arrow Board-related updates as incident events
3.8; 5.1;
in the CARS user interface.
5.3; 5.4

CA.4.3

The system shall provide location information as part of the CARS incident event.

CA.4.4

The system shall provide current lane closure status as part of the CARS incident event.

3.5; 5.2

CA.4.5

The system shall provide the timestamps of the imported data as part of the CARS incident event.

3.5; 5.2
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3.5; 3.8; 5.2
For example, “left
lane closed”.
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11.0 Potential Future Enhancements
A number of additional requirements are presented in the ENTERPRISE Real-Time Integration of Arrow
Board Messages into Traveler Information Systems Model Requirements document that are not
incorporated into the initial MnDOT test deployment. MnDOT may desire future enhancements to the
deployed Arrow Board Reporting System, depending on the evaluation findings and success of the initial
test deployment. The potential future enhancements described below reference specific requirements
from the ENTERPRISE Model Requirements document.


Dedicated short range communications (DSRC) for connected vehicle applications. It may be
desirable for the Arrow Board Reporting System to be capable of providing local, one-way
communication broadcast, via DSRC or other suitable communication means from the Arrow Board
device to support connected vehicle applications. (AB.3.3)



Configurable frequency of data collection and transmission. It may be desirable for long-duration,
stationary work zones to reduce the frequency that data is collected at the Arrow Board and polled
and ingested into IRIS. This might be based on a pre-defined time period where no change in
operational status is reported. (AB.3.4)



Automatic notification messages to MnDOT or contractor staff, from either the Arrow Board
Reporting System or IRIS. It may be desirable for staff to receive automatic notifications regarding
various aspects of specific Arrow Board operations. This feature is available from the vendor-hosted
server in the initial test deployment, but will not be used at this time. Implementation of notifications
to DOT and contractor staff could be configurable and vary among different user groups or individuals
by the following:



o

How notifications are transmitted, e.g., text, e-mail, pager, mobile application, or software user
interface (AB.4.4; AB.4.13; TMC.6.4; TMC.6.5; TMC.6.6; TMC.10.2);

o

The information included in the notification, e.g., pre- or post-processed Arrow Board information
such as location (AB.4.15; AB.4.16; AB.4.17; TMC.6.16; TMC.6.17; TMC.6.18; TMC.6.19;
TMC.6.20);

o

What user group or individuals receive a notification, e.g., maintenance field staff, maintenance
managers, construction contractors, CARS users, and/or RTMC operators (AB.4.1; AB.4.2; AB.4.3;
AB.4.12; TMC.6.1; TMC.6.2; TMC.6.3; TMC.6.14; TMC.10.1);

o

When a message is transmitted, e.g., initial activation of an Arrow Board device, reported changes
in status regarding display or location, identified maintenance needs, and/or reported ending of
the Arrow Board-related closure (AB.4.5; AB.4.6; AB.4.7; AB.4.8; AB.4.9; AB.4.10; AB.4.11;
AB.4.14; TMC.6.8; TMC.6.9; TMC.6.10; TMC.6.11; TMC.6.12; TMC.6.13; TMC.6.15; TMC.10.3)

Additional data ingested to IRIS from the Arrow Board Reporting System. Shoulder closures will not
be reported in the initial MnDOT test deployment in order to minimize incident events for RTMC
operators to manage, however this information could be included in a future enhancement for
performance reporting or asset management purposes. It may also be desirable for additional
information such as battery status or display orientation to be ingested to IRIS to facilitate the
identification of maintenance needs or troubleshoot errors. (TMC.1.4; TMC.1.5; TMC.1.6; TMC.1.8)
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Enhancements related to DMS messaging. A future update in IRIS may allow RTMC operators to link
a DMS action with an Arrow Board-related IRIS incident event to know when an updated DMS
response may be warranted given changes to the incident, but this feature does not currently exist.
Arrow Board-related information could also be used within IRIS to identify an upstream DMS and
generate a DMS message that could be recommended to RTMC operators or even automatically
posted. (TMC.5.6; TMC.5.7; TMC.5.9; TMC.5.10; TMC.5.11; TMC.5.12; TMC.5.13)
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